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RELIGION AND SOCIAL CONFLICT

(An Effort to Grow up Theological Awareness)

Barsihannor

A. Background
In postmodernism era,1 theological affairs come to a critical thought space.

The great theological challenge in this time is how one can define himself among
the religions or theological doctrine adhered by people. It is frequently felt how
intensively the adherents meet each other in their daily life. At the same time,
religious doctrine is gradually critizied.2

Qasim Mathar stated that in this era, social interaction among the people
whose faith is different constitute something unignored. It is due to the
occupation, neigbourhood, daily activity, politic, economic and cultural
relationship 3

What Qasim Mathar stated above is a social fact faced by community as
logical consequence of technological effect that grows fast, but sometimes, but
this growth is not followed by a real consciousness of social change. It means,
time has changed, but the people cannot go after or follow the change. They are
still analog.

Therefore, there are many people who are not ready to be different,
mainly in theological aspects. They refused pluralism and considered other people
“false, misleading, unbeliever/kafir” due to different of religious or theological
understanding.

Furthermore Qasim Mathar wrote that among of the essential freedom of
human right is the freedom to adhere a religion and implement the religious
understanding. Al-Qur’an even gives people the freedom to believe or not as
explained in Q.S. al-Kahfi (18) : 29. In this verse, Muhammad saw. was asked to
explain all mankind the truth revealed by the God, but Muhammad not requested
not to force the people to accept this religion. This article really allows the people
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to determine their faith to believe or not to believe.4

Zainal Arifin Djamaris –refered to Q.S. Hud (11): 118 and Q.S.Yunus
(10): 99, explained that human being cannot exactly assure who is really the most
correct (best) in his religious thought and understanding. This will refer to Allah
who will explain in hereafter something crucially debated so far in this life.
Therefore according to Zainal Arifin, we cannot be angry with any people whose
religious understanding is different from ours. 5

Islam is a religion that strictly opposes the social conflict. The word Islam
or saying Assalamualaikum is a prayer for other people to get and feel the peace.

Islam leads mankind to the peace of Allah. God has created His creature
based on His will. All of His creatures are good and harmony, so it is impossible
the kindness and harmony lead to destruction.

The main problem to answer in this time is, why some   religious
group/organization who claimed or look-like “representing” all Moslem
community hate other groups or consider them as misleading people and kafir?

One of the “victim” of this case is Ahmadiyah. After the Indonesian
Council of Ulama (MUI) stamped “kafir” for Ahmadiyah, some radical groups
destroyed the people of Ahmadiyah on 15 Agustus 2005 at Campus al-Mubarak
Parung Bogor.6 The physical and mental violence experienced by Ahmadiyah
peoples continued until current time.

This case really surprised some elements of community and government
and become headline news broadcasted in some national/international television.

MUI’s statements and destroying some Ahmadiyah’s property bring about
strict critic of some community element such as JIL (Liberal Islam Network),
Madani Community Alienation (AMM)7. They regarded this case against the
human right. They argued that; first, religious doctrine or understanding is very
private sphere and each people has the right to implement; second, UUD 45 (45
Constitution) has guaranteed the freedom to worship, adhere a religion, and make
group as well as freedom of gathering. Third, there is none who has absolute

4 Moch. Qasim Mathar, Kebebasan Beragama dan Berkepercayaan, in  Suara Ansharullah
(Bogor :Jemaah Ahmadiyah, 2006), p. 7. The same verses can be found in Q.S. al-Baqarah (2) :
256, Q.S.al-Kāfirûn (109) : 6, Q.S. al-Gâsyiyah (88) : 21,22 dan Q.S.Ali Imrân (3) : 159.

5 Lihat Zainal Arifin Djamaris, Islam, Akidah dan Syariah (Jakarta : Srigunting, 1996), p. 100
6 At  13.30 Friday after jum’at prayer, about 1.500  people of Front Pembela islam (FPI),

Lembaga pengkajian dan Penelitian Islam (LPPI), Forum Umat Islam (FUI and other destroy
Ahmadiyah.settlement A.Fajar Kurniawan, Teologi Kenabian Ahmadiyah (Jakarta : RM Book,
2006), p.2.

7 Adian Husaini, Pluralisme Agama: Haram (Jakarta ;Pustaka al-Kautsar, 2005), p. 8
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authority to state or say that he is the most correct while others are kafir.8

Syafii Ma’arif was very disappointed to “the Destroyers” who feel most
”berislam” and correct by showing “radical Islam”  in society.9 For this reason, it
is logic to ask again the religious awareness of the adherents who are living in this
21st centuries?

To answer this question is not easy.  The definition of religion itself is
still obscure. Consequently, to understand what religion is not as easily as we say.
In Islamic perspective, religion is a fitrah (devinous potency) grown up by God in
the heart of human being. It means that he cannot be separated from religion. (QS.
Al-Rum; 30).

B. Religion and Social Conflict
With more than 300 ethnics groups and 700 living languages, Indonesia is

a nation-state that struggles to unite an amazing multiplicity of culturally,
geographically and linguistically diverse groups. Indonesia is not an Islamic state,
though it is home to the world’s largest Muslim population, nor is it secular state;
belief in One God is the first principle of Pancasila, the state ideology. Religion
diversity and freedom are written into constitution, but only six religions are
recognized including Kong Hu Cu.10

It points out that all religions recognized by government can grow up and
develop as well as its adherent has freedom to implement their religious teaching.
However, Qasim Mathar was asked by someone at the moment of One Day
Seminar. “Is religion still relevant with current life? He answered by stating “Your
question should not be given to me, but relevant for religious adherents who get
involved in conflict and make religion as a mean of justification”.

Based on social reality in which religion becomes a reason of justification,
still according to Qasim Mathar, religion is not relevant anymore. However, if
religious values such as, peace, harmony, justice, honesty, etc. are still
implemented in social life, religion is still very relevant.

Asking the relevance of religion and modernity challenge is very
interesting. Why? Religious teaching, as explained in holy books teaches human
being to live in harmony and peacefully in their life. Religion disagrees the
anarchism. Religion leaders always remained the adherents to spread the peace in
human life.

Therefore, if there is conflict among adherents who live in society, there
must be something wrong in their religious experience. Religious values are not

8 A.Fajar Kurniawan, op.cit., p. 5
9 Ibid.
10 Lyn Parker, Toward Multicultural Citizenship Through Education, 2009; 2
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reflected in social life. Why it happens? Who is responsible on this conflict?
Thera are many factors bringing about social conflicts;

1) Narrow religous understanding
Religion in practical implementation, not in form of revelation, could

bring about conflict. Although religion offers concept of peace, honesty, justice,
love and affection, but it is also undebatable that it leads to religious sintement
which often resulted in riots and violence. Religious adherents do not implement
core values of religious teaching.

Islam has tought three concepts and function of human beings in this  life
namely; First, if human being stands before God, his/her status is a creature and
he/she is obliged to do what Allah orders. Second, if human being stands before
other human being, his/her status is brothers/sisters, either in in religion, nation or
as descendant of Adam). He/She is responsible to keep the good relationship
among the people who are different in tribe, skin colour, languages and religion.
Third, if he/she is living in an environment, his/her status is to be khalifah of earth
who are on duty to save this earth from distruction.

2) Social-Economic Gab
Actually diversity is something natural. Some is biologically, intelectually,

financially, and profesionally better than others. This diversity resulted in social
stratification; In one side there have been well- to- do (the haves) who live
prosperously, in another side, there are the haves not who could do nothing to
increase their life quality.11

However, diversity also leads to conflict due the unability to understand it
as a fact and must in social life. Conflict commonly is caused by economic gab,
relating to material fulfilment, but it also gradually spreads to another sectors such
politic, culture and religion. The phenomenon; the haves-the have not, social
injustice is still a reality, even the power tends to walk hand in hand with wealth
(riches). It means, if one has a power, he has a chance to be a rich. Also, if he is a
rich, he has many chances to buy power.

The riots of Makassar in 1997 (Tionghoa ethnical violence), driving away
Madura tribe by Dayak in Central Kalimantan, driving away tribe of Bugis,
Buton, Makassar from Ambon, constitute some examples of conflict reulted from
social-economic gab.

11 Azhar Basyir, Refleksi atas Persoalan Keislaman, (Bandung : Mizan, 1996), p. 186
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3) Party Fanatism
Party fanatism can also bring out conflict among religious adherents. Party

conflict which then spread over religious conflict happened in 1997, when some
people idolized Development Unity Party (PPP) but Functional Party (Golkar)
with its good approach to Kiayi was able to compete PPP votes. This resulted in
conflict, not only between the partisans of both parties, but came to religious
space.12 Such this condition is more aggravated by new system of general
election, that is direct general election which is being implemented through out
Indonesia as realization of democracy. Such this general election (particularly
local general election) is potential to bring out horizontal conflicts. It is due to
disappointment of candidate or his/her partisans who were not satisfied with
general election results.

C. The Role of Religion
One of religious approach to solve the problems is by actualizing moral

values of religious teachings, because all religions basicly aknowlegde diversity
and social pluralism. Even Islam recognizes it as sunnatullah that should be
accepted by human being.13 (Koentowijoyo, 1991 ; 296).

Diversity brings out competition, and the opportunity to compete in the
framework of maintaining the life is open for any people. The struggle of life
determines the quality of life as khalifah. However, the competition shoud not
lead human being into conflicts.

There are some steps to prevent the conflicts.
1) Increasing religious understanding

There many religious adherents who could not see the theological
different.They regarded those who are thologically different as kafir or
misleading. This exclussive group only consider their faith as the only truth,
whole other  view is wrong.

For this reason, pluralism and mutlicultural education must be encouraged,
in order they understand that diversity is a undeniable sunnatullah and consider a
view about similarity points as the path which could relate all doctrinal provision
which is brought by every prophet. It’s clear that the differentiation of each
religion are only ritual and practical dimension, technical-operational, not
substantial-essential.

The narrow understanding of religion –as I have stated above- could lead
the adherents into conflict. M. Quraish Shihab described how Islam promotes
idea of tolerance and democracy. Furthermore he stated that Islam which was

12Simuh, op. cit, p. 16
13 Kuntowidjoyo, Paradigma Islam (Bandung Mizan, 1992), p. 296.
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revealed down to human being not only to maintain its existence as a religio, but
also to aknowlegde the existence of other religions and gives space (chance) to
live hand in hand with another religious adherents. To strengthen his opinion, he
qouted some verses such as; QS. al- An’am; 108, QS. Al-Baqarah; 256, QS. Al-
Kafirun; 6 dan QS. Al-Hajj; 40 that order human being to keep peace and
harmony.14

Thus, to develope the tolerance among religious adherents, pluralism and
multiculturalism must be socialized and impelemented. Such this concepts teaches
us to treat and place other people in “I” perspective, and treat “I” in the existence
of others.

For this reason, religious leaders should implement the following steps; (1)
omiting mutual suspicion and not to grow the seed of hostility, (2) not to
generalize an action or words of certain religious adherent as representation or
reflection of others, (3) developing positive thinking atmosphere by appreciating
other faiths.

2) Interreligious Dialogue
Nowadays we need dialogue to decrease misunderstanding and hostility

among the people. In Indonesia we know a shadow theory. If the real subject
moves, the shadow also moves. It means that what happened in the grass root
reflected the real happen in the upper class (elites), eventhough its model is
different  because of different education.

In certain community, religious leaders are central figure in social life.
Generally, someone is regarded a leader due to his charisma, education, and
comitted to moral values of religious reachings and become example for his
community. Therefore we need interreligious dialogue among the leaders to
reduce conflicts.

In Sidoarjo Villige, according to Imam Prayogo, togetherness of religious
adherents seems to run well. It is because of;
a. Mutual visit of religous leaders to houses of worship.
b. Social cooperation involving religious adherents.
c. If there is a person pass away in a community, all people must help without
seeing the religion he/she adhered.
d. Burial location should not be extremely separated.
e. Conducting social service involving students of different religion.

The interreligious dialogue needs the inclusivity, readiness to have
dialogue with any people of different ethnic and religion, honesty, as well as trust.

14 Quraish Shihab, Wawasan al-Qur'an ,Cet. II (Bandung: Mizan, 1996), p. 379-80.
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Such this characters were implemented in prophetic spread (dakwah). The devine
mandate brought by Muhammad is just to deliver Islamic teachings not to force
people to adhere Islam, because the mandate to give hidayah is just possesed by
God.

D. Closing
To solve the social conflict resultd from religious misunderstanding, we

need to build the theological awarness. Building this awarness off course not to
change the faith/belief nor as apologitic, but it is merely to  understand the
function and fitrah of human being.

Therefore to enter into theological awareness, we needn’t set ourselves a
side -even for a moment- from the belief we hold. Religion and belief are still
strictly held, while diversity and similarity must be kept. Based on this concept,
simpathy and mutual appreciation will arise among religious adherents. The
concept agree in disagreement should be implemented.

In this respect, M. Qasim Mathar has pionered building a kindergarten
named TK Matahari and TK Ananda that teaches children about multicultural
tolerance.  In the class children play together in their play groups and outside
class, they are invited to visit worship houses as well as having dialogue with the
religious leaders in the worship houses. From this small institution, they are
expected to be growing as young generations who are able to live together with
different people from any ethnics and religions. The live in love, harmony and
peace. Furthermore Qasim Mathar Said: ”Don’t speak of  generation who are
getting involved in conflict, please build TK school in which love and effection are
grown up and appreciated. So that, somedays when they become adult and enter
the age of being ready to be involed in conflict, the love and affection will lead
them to be peacefully living together, and hand in hand to build this nation”
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